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Editorial
I’m experiencing a vague sense
of déjà vu as I write this . . . . The
first issue of Phanzine appeared in
April 1995, just a few months after
PHANZA came into being at a meeting in Wellington in December 1994.
I was elected President at that meeting, and wrote the inaugural editorial for Phanzine where I outlined the
organisation’s aims. Two decades on,
PHANZA turns 20 and the organisation’s aims remain the same and continue to be important for our profession; clearly, some of our personnel
remain as well, although somewhat
greyer.
Over our 20 years, we’ve maintained a focus on the organisation’s
aims: better communication among
public historians, advocacy on issues
of interest to historians, and raising
the profile of the public historical
profession and public history. These
matters will occupy us again this year.
Advocacy issues tend to pop up, but as
before, the committee provides ongoing professional comment on such
things as archives disposal schedules
and has regular meetings with the
National Library on topics of importance to researchers.
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►► Editorial continued

Enhancing communication between public historians and raising the profile of public history
are particular areas of focus this
year. We’re embarking on a cluster
of public history ‘days’ in various
centres around the country. We
kick off in Palmerston North in
May with a one-day conference
on the theme of anniversaries –
appropriately enough given that
2014 is a milestone for the organisation. This and other events
will bring together the different
parts of the broad historical community and, we hope, boost the
profile of public history in centres outside Wellington. And of
course, as it is our birthday, these
events will be a celebration of our
organisation.
We’re also keen to increase
our membership. In the last few
years more recent graduates have
joined, and we want to see this
continue. Perhaps it is a mark of
the nature of our profession in
New Zealand, but PHANZA has
been fortunate that many of the
founding members are still active.
This year, we will start to acknowledge some of our outstanding
members by awarding life membership of the association at the
AGM.
Members will see some changes
in the website as we set about
refreshing this and adding new
features. We’re in the process of
digitising early copies of Phanzine,
and these will progressively appear on the site.
As always, we’re keen to hear
from members. The committee –
listed later in the newsletter – is
energetic and ready to act on your
behalf. Our newsletter editor,
Ewan Morris, welcomes ideas and
items for Phanzine:
editor@phanza.org.nz.
— Bronwyn Dalley,
PHANZA President
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PHANZA Extraordinary
General Meeting
PHANZA Secretary Marguerite Hill summarises
last year’s EGM
An extraordinary general
meeting was held alongside the
regular Christmas drinks on 13
December 2013. The meeting
was held in the Board Room of
Antrim House, Wellington.
As no President was elected at
the AGM earlier in the year, this
was the first order of business.
Bronwyn Dalley was elected as
President and began her term by
acknowledging that PHANZA’s
20th anniversary is coming up in 2014. Bronwyn also
updated those attending about
PHANZA’s plans for the year
ahead, which include:
►► holding one-day seminars
in Christchurch, Auckland,
Palmerston North and
Wellington;
►► engaging with the wider
PHANZA membership by
having more regional members on the committee; and
►► acknowledging and celebrating our anniversary.

Bronwyn invited suggestions
from those present about what
the committee should be working on in the coming year. Suggestions included encouraging
more graduates to join PHANZA and to become involved in
public history, through speaking
at the Young Historians’ Conference, at high schools and to
history teachers.
Bronwyn also invited discussion about PHANZA’s financial
reserves and how they could be
spent to provide the most benefit to members. Several ideas
were suggested, including:
►► digitisation projects;
►► refreshing the website; and
►► holding one-day seminars.
If you have further feedback
about any of the areas above,
please email the committee at
president@phanza.org.nz.

W H Oliver Humanities Research Academy
Margaret Tennant reports on a new research institute at Massey University
In December 2013 the W H Oliver Humanities
Research Academy was launched at Massey University. Intended to support and encourage research by
Humanities scholars at Massey, the Academy also
aims to promote Humanities research more widely
and to encourage collaborative ventures within New
Zealand and internationally. It is named after the
university’s first Professor of History, Bill Oliver, and
labour historian, Associate Professor Kerry Taylor, is
its Director.
Given that ‘community connectedness’ is one
of Massey’s ‘big goals’, the Academy is also keen to

support alliances with local historians and other
researchers. As part of this, it is co-sponsoring
with PHANZA and Te Manawa Museum Society the
conference on ‘Commemorating’ discussed below.
Manawatu historians – local, academic and professional – very much hope that the conference will
bring together historians from Wellington, Palmerston North and other centres.
This is an opportunity to raise PHANZA’s profile
beyond the confines of Wellington, and it would be
great to welcome as many people as possible to Te
Manawa on 16 May.

Commemorating: History and Anniversaries
One-Day Conference, Friday 16 May 2014, Te Manawa, Palmerston North
Bronwyn Dalley invites members to attend a conference co-sponsored by PHANZA
We live in a world of rolling anniversaries. If it is not our personal
milestones – birthdays, significant
days or family events – then it is
the events that structure our community and society: the establishment of a school, the signing of a
Treaty, or a war in which millions
were slaughtered.
Historians engage at many levels with anniversaries and their
commemoration, and marking
these events has long been a critical factor in the funding of (and
impetus for) public history in this
country. It can seem as if we publicly mark more and more anniversaries. There has been a growth
in the range and frequency of war
anniversaries that are commemorated. Commemorations are no
longer limited to the ‘traditional’
date markers (25th, 50th, etc): last
year, the Ministry of Women’s Affairs organised activities to mark
the 120th anniversary of women’s
suffrage.
Why we mark some anniversaries and not others, how we

A wreath laid at the Waikato War
memorial, St John’s church, Te Awamutu,
to commemorate the 150th anniversary of
the battle of Ōrākau, April 2014. Photo:
Ewan Morris.

mark them, and who decides, are
important questions, not always
considered in the construction
of public commemorative activities. It is with the aim of exploring

these issues that PHANZA, Massey University’s W H Oliver Humanities Research Academy and
Te Manawa Museum Society have
organised a one-day conference
in May.
‘Commemorating’ will consider
the ways in which anniversaries
are commemorated, celebrated,
invented, and sometimes forgotten. Topics include war anniversaries, the 1940 centennial, Massey
University’s 50th anniversary and
the centenary of the 1913 strike.
It is hoped that a wide variety of
public, academic and local historians will attend, and that this
gathering will lead to a subsequent symposium on the more
practical ‘how to’ side of anniversary histories. Everyone is invited
to come along to this event in
Palmerston North.
More information, the programme
and online registration ($25 for
the day) is available through the
conference website: http://www.
massey.ac.nz/commemorating.
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James Cowan and his sister-in-law Alys Stowell, on the banks of the Avon River, Christchurch. Photographed by an unknown
photographer in 1914. Ruscoe, Ivan, fl 1990s: Photographs relating to James Cowan. Ref: PAColl-5877-1. Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.

James Cowan exhibition and symposium
Ewan Morris attends an exhibition and symposium about
the life and work of James Cowan
The exhibition ‘Borderland: The World of James
Cowan’ ran in the Turnbull Gallery at the National
Library from 17 February to 26 April 2014. It was
curated by Ariana Tikao (Kāi Tahu) of the Alexander
Turnbull Library. In association with the exhibition, the Turnbull joined forces with the Centre for
Research on Colonial Culture, University of Otago,
to organise the symposium ‘Cultural Go-Between,
Colonial Man: New Perspectives on James Cowan’ on
21 February.
James Cowan (1870–1943) wrote prolifically as a
journalist and a historian. While best known today
as the author of the two-volume history The New
Zealand Wars (1922–23), he also published stories of
New Zealand frontier life, Māori ethnography and
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descriptions of New Zealand for travellers. The Turnbull holds a large collection of Cowan’s papers, and
it was while arranging and describing some newlyacquired Cowan papers that Ariana Tikao came up
with the idea of an exhibition.
Wisely, given the breadth of Cowan’s activities and
the constrained space of the Turnbull Gallery, Ariana
decided to focus on particular themes. The exhibition began with Cowan’s family, friends and collaborators. Cowan had strong networks that included
such notable Pākehā figures as Elsdon Best, Gilbert
Mair, Eric Ramsden and Alfred Hill. He also formed
important friendships with Māori such as Raureti
Te Huia. Having grown up near the border of the
King Country, Cowan spoke Māori fluently and so

could, as the title of the symposium indicated, act as
a cultural go-between. He was a pioneering practitioner of oral history, with both Māori and Pākehā
informants. The exhibition also suggested Cowan
had a fascination with others who crossed cultural
boundaries, such as the Pākehā deserter Kimble Bent.
A section of the exhibition looked at the significance of the 1864 battle of Ōrākau, and at the ways in
which the battle has been remembered. Ariana noted
that she particularly wanted to acknowledge Ōrākau
within the exhibition in the year of the battle’s 150th
anniversary, not only because of its personal connection with Cowan (he grew up on a farm on part
of the battle site) but because of the importance for
all New Zealanders of understanding the wars fought

Cowan differed from Pākehā
ethnologists who were his
contemporaries, in that he
sought out eyewitness accounts of
recent history from Māori rather
than focusing on ancient tribal
traditions.
on New Zealand soil. These wars also feature in the
films inspired by Cowan’s work, and a section of the
exhibition examined Cowan’s influence on films
such as Rudall Hayward’s Te Kooti Trail (1927) and the
two versions of Rewi’s Last Stand (1925 and 1940), as
well as Geoff Murphy’s Utu (1983).
The final section of the exhibition explored Ariana
Tikao’s own family connections to Cowan, who interviewed Ariana’s great-grandfather Hone Taare Tikao

at Rāpaki on Lyttleton Harbour in the 1920s. Cowan
recognised the importance of capturing the stories
of kaumātua, and today these stories are important
sources of information about history and culture for
their descendants.
The insights into Cowan’s life and work provided
by the exhibition were fleshed out further at the
symposium. Keynote speaker Chris Hilliard, a New
Zealander now at the University of Sydney, commented that Cowan is significant both because his
books and papers are important historical sources
and because of the larger, more mythic narratives
he crafted. Cowan is often identified with the view
that the New Zealand Wars forged a mutual respect
between Māori and Pākehā. Yet, Chris noted, while
Cowan did make this claim at times, it does not
necessarily come through in Cowan’s accounts of
particular battles or campaigns. For Cowan, details
mattered more than generalisations, Chris suggested.
Chris also pointed out that Cowan differed from
Pākehā ethnologists who were his contemporaries,
in that he sought out eyewitness accounts of recent
history from Māori rather than focusing on ancient
tribal traditions.
Other papers at the symposium covered Cowan’s
work as a journalist, his profiles of prominent Māori
to accompany portraits by Gottfried Lindauer in Pictures of Old New Zealand (1930), and his legacy in film.
I particularly enjoyed Lydia Wevers’ talk ‘Romance
of the Rail’, which used Cowan’s travel writing to
explore the tension in his work between celebration
of modernity and nostalgia. It is almost impossible,
Lydia suggested, to know whether Cowan’s primary
objective is to mourn or to celebrate. What is clear is
that the exhibition and symposium were long-overdue celebrations of a sometimes contradictory but
fascinating figure in New Zealand history.

◄◄ Māori veterans of the
Waikato War at the 50th
anniversary of the battle of
Ōrākau in 1914. Te Wairoa
Piripi, Hekiera Te Rangai,
Pou-Patate Huihi, Te Huia
Raureti, Matiu Te Munu,
Te Wharerangi Parekawa.
James Cowan, 1870–1943:
Collection of photographs.
Ref: 1/1-017975-G.
Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.
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Rethinking War conference
Paul Diamond discovers new angles on
the First World War at ‘Rethinking War:
Is There Anything New That Can Be Said
About the Great War?’ The conference
was hosted by the Stout Research Centre,
Victoria University of Wellington, in
association with the Ministry for Culture
and Heritage, 28–30 November 2013.
The bumper programme greeting attendees of the
Rethinking War conference suggested that there was
indeed still a lot to say about the Great War. Held
eight months out from the start of the centenary of
the War, the conference brought together scholars
working in a range of disciplines who examined different facets of the war from varied perspectives.
A personal highlight was the presentation by
Bruce Scates, from Monash University in Melbourne,
about the 100 Stories project. This project aimed
to insert family stories within the wider historical
narrative, using newly-digitised repatriation files.
As Bruce explained, history and public commemoration clashed when the historians researching the
stories fell out with the Anzac Centenary Board
over the selection of individual stories and the
presence of controversial aspects such as suicide.
Bruce showed us several of the stories. Made up
of fragments of carefully timed moving white text
and images on a black background, the stories are
an amazingly simple but effective presentation of
archival and other material. People have looked for
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Part of the commemorative stained glass windows in the
Council Chamber of the Hunter Building, Victoria University of
Wellington, where the Rethinking War conference took place.
Photo: Helen Robinson.

a soundtrack, but there isn’t one. Check out the site
and see what you think: http://artsonline.monash.
edu.au/anzac-remembered/100-stories-project.
As an oral historian, I was keen to hear the keynote
address by Alistair Thomson (also from Monash
University), which revisited his seminal book Anzac
Memories: Living with the Legend (first published in
1994 and reissued in a revised edition in 2013). Anzac
Memories not only recounts the memories of veterans interviewed by Alistair, but also reflects on the
process of remembering. Subsequently, Alistair has
been able to place the interviews alongside other historical sources, including the recently-released repatriation files (also used as a source for the 100 Stories
project). Just as the files need to be ‘read with a wary
and critical eye’, oral history interviews need to be
carefully considered, as ‘how individuals remember

their lives changes over time.’ Alistair argued that
oral history gives us an opportunity ‘to study the unchanging past, and also to illuminate changing uses
and meanings of the past.’
Oral history also lay at the heart of an astonishing
paper by Charles Ferrall from Victoria University’s
English Department. Charles examined Maurice
Shadbolt’s use of interviews with Great War veterans
of Gallipoli for his book Voices of Gallipoli and his
play Once on Chunuk Bair. After comparing transcripts and recordings, Charles found that Shadbolt
had done more than edit the interviews: he made
up parts, putting words into the soldiers’ mouths.
This is a serious problem for Voices of Gallipoli, which
claimed to be a work of oral history, and has been
hugely influential. Helen Clark took it with her to
Gallipoli when she was Prime Minister, and subsequently initiated the war oral history programme at
the Ministry for Culture and Heritage.
I chaired a session on the final day, which featured four fascinating papers. Sandra Coney gave
an update on her ongoing research into the lives
of the men whose names are listed on the Piha War

After comparing transcripts and
recordings, Charles found that
Shadbolt had done more than edit
the interviews: he made up parts,
putting words into the soldiers’
mouths.

Memorial. Monty Soutar examined the events surrounding the controversial return of four of the
officers of the Māori Contingent to New Zealand.
The Featherston Military Camp was the topic of a
paper by Neil Frances from the Wairarapa Archive,
making me wonder how something with such a huge
physical presence has left so little trace, and whether
there could be more interpretation. Finally, Aaron
Fox outlined his quest to obtain uniforms, equipment and weaponry supplied to New Zealand infantrymen serving with the 8th Southland Company at
Gallipoli.
The material culture of the Great War also featured
in Megan Wells’s presentation about the wealth of
trench art at the National Army Museum in Waiouru. Shell-case vases, bullet crucifixes, beaded snakes
made by Turkish POWs . . . . The range of items was
dazzling, but one of the strangest was ‘Te Pohutukawa’, the knife sent back to New Zealand by Sapper J H Moore and used for fundraising. The knife’s
handle was reputedly made from the shin bone of
a Turk, but more recently was found to be from an
animal.
Finally, Jock Phillips’s paper reflected on explanations for the gap between national memory and
soldiers’ experiences of the war. These included the
lack of direct communication from soldiers; the way
in which Anzac Day commemorations have evolved;
war memorials; the documentary record (books and
photos); creative writings; and the impact of World
War Two.
Overall, it was a rich, stimulating conference. The
one downside was that multiple streams meant it was
impossible to get to everything, but hopefully papers
will appear in print at some stage.

◄◄ A group of men in civilian
clothes at Featherston Military
Camp during the First World War.
Photographer unknown. Ref:
1/2-104271-F. Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
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New Zealand Historical Association conference and
National Digital Forum
Marguerite Hill attends two conferences in quick succession
The New Zealand Historical Association conference
was held in Dunedin from 20–22 November 2013. I
stayed at the appropriately historical St Margaret’s
College, just a short stroll to the St David Lecture
Theatre. As Tony Ballantyne commented in his
opening remarks, Dunedin displayed truly Calvinist
weather: we had one stunning day of sunshine and
were punished by several days of rain. The conference dinner was held at Ōtākou marae, a lovely bus
ride away. We were lucky enough to be welcomed
onto the marae as well as being allowed to look
through the chapel and attached museum. Atholl
Anderson delivered the Wiremu Maihi Te Rangikaheke lecture.
There were a number of stand-out speakers:
¶¶Alison Clarke spoke about the research that went
into her recent book Born to a Changing World:
Childbirth in Nineteenth-century New Zealand and how
research never stops, even after a book is published.
Clarke discussed how additional information about
one of the subjects of her book came to light after
publication, and how that has influenced her next
project, a history of Otago University.
¶¶Courtney Harper’s discussion of her PhD on diabetes prevention in South Auckland in the 1980s was
thorough and will be extraordinarily useful to future
historians and policy makers.
¶¶Katrina Ford talked about early biosecurity issues
in New Zealand. Ford placed early twentieth century New Zealand in an international context and
explained how diseases like anthrax made it to New
Zealand via blood and bone fertiliser imported from
India. Convincing farmers that the cheaper option
was not always the best was crucial to keeping New
Zealand’s image as Britain’s farm squeaky clean.
There were some gruesome photographs but there
was also fascinating insight about how New Zealand’s biosecurity rules developed over time.
The entire ‘On stage and screen’ session was
fascinating:
¶¶Marianne Schultz talked about the seeming contradiction of a troupe of touring Māori performers
filling British theatres in the midst of the Waikato
War. The Māori performers were seen as thrilling,
not threatening, and watching their plays and pantomimes was for many their first experience of Māori
and New Zealand.
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¶¶Natalie Smith’s paper was about Dale Austen, a
very young Miss New Zealand who travelled to Hollywood in 1927. She tried her hand at the movies but
returned to New Zealand unspoilt by fast American
ways to star in several Rudall Hayward films. Smith
talked about how the Miss New Zealand competition
was framed at the time – for instance, Miss Austen
was presented with a ring and described as ‘fiancée
to the nation’ – and how the press and Austen herself
described her overseas experiences.
¶¶Armando Alfaro got the film buffs in the room
going with his discussion of national theatre and
horror films. Comparing our own Peter Jackson with
David Croenenberg led to a great deal of audience
interaction.
¶¶We finished with Nadia Gush analysing the National Film Unit’s production of Holiday for Susan
(1962), an example of romance tourism (or stalking,
you decide), at a time when New Zealand was courting Australia for tourism and trade. Majestic scenes
of the South Island were cut with a dizzying array of
transport options, as New Zealand sought to position
itself as a modern country to Aussie punters.
November was a month of conferences for me. As
well as attending the NZHA conference in Dunedin,
I also attended the National Digital Forum in Wellington on 26–27 November 2013.
There were a couple of presentations that might be
of interest to historians:
¶¶Sonia Pivac talked about the difficulties in gathering and preserving New Zealand’s Deaf archive. Her
inspirational talk outlined the importance of preserving historical collections both for the community they belong to and for future historians. Because
New Zealand Sign Language is a 3D language, moving images are the best way to record it. However,
film and videotape are also very hard to keep safe.
¶¶Sarah Gallagher presented a paper on her Dunedin flat names project. Her fascination with Dunedin
student flat names has led her to discover the most
dodgily named (there’s a lot of competition for that
award) and the most organised (a group of divinity
students in the 1930s who chipped in for a housekeeper and devised their own Greek motto). You can
find out more about her research (and contribute
your own stories) here: http://dunedinflatnames.
co.nz/.

Books that made a difference
Eileen Barrett-Whitehead is inspired by a lively history of a distant era,
but stops short of making her own ink
In these days of computers and MS Word, has it ever
occurred to you to wonder how much writing you
would do if you had to start by making your own ink
and preparing your own parchment or vellum? More
importantly, perhaps, what was life like before the
written word became widespread? Or before most of
the things we use today (including many things we
eat) were discovered, invented, or even known about?
Much more than what various governments did or
who won which battle, it is matters such as these that
fire my interest in history. Whatever the era, I want
to know what life was like for the ordinary person.
Hence I was captivated by Robert Lacey and Danny
Danziger’s The Year 1000.
Put out in 1999, just before the turn of the second
millennium, the book looks at life in England at the
time of the first millennium, using as its main point
of reference a manuscript dating from around 1020
– the Julius Work Calendar. The result is a fascinating picture of a time when everyday existence lacked
much of its present variety. The wheeled plough was
pretty much the most advanced technology available and, with no mechanisation let alone electricity,
there was far less noise to assail the ears. There were
no shops. The church and religion loomed large in
most people’s lives. Diets were limited. (Indeed life
as a vegetarian would have been particularly boring!
There was no spinach, broccoli, cauliflowers, runner
beans, brussels sprouts, tomatoes, or even potatoes.)
Even beer was nothing like its modern counterpart
and most people drank mead – brewed, according
to the authors, ‘from the crushed refuse of honeycombs’. England’s population stood at little more
than a million and most people lived in small hamlets. This was, though, the era when English scholars
first started using arabic numerals, and when the
new and bewildering concepts of zero and infinity
first filtered through to the West.
So much change in the thousand years that have
elapsed since then! But in the words of the authors:
‘as we look back to discover how people coped with
the daily difficulties of existence a thousand years
ago, we might also consider whether, in all our sophistication, we could meet the challenges of their
world with the same fortitude, good humour, and
philosophy’. A good question – I think I would probably fail the test!

As someone involved in public history, one of the
real lessons of this book was in the way it was written. Yes, the facts were interesting but, more than
that, it actively drew the reader in by its lively and
enthusiastic style. Significantly, this may be because,
although based on sound scholarship and crosschecked with a whole raft of eminent British historians of the mediaeval period, it was actually written by two history buffs who earn their bread and
butter as journalists. This book has stuck with me as
a prime example of how to convey history successfully to a lay audience – and as someone involved
in ‘Treaty history’, that is something I need to keep
constantly before me.
Oh, and the recipe for ink? It was apparently made
by crushing oak galls in rainwater or vinegar that
had been thickened with gum arabic and coloured
by the addition of iron salts. First, find your oak
galls . . . .
The past is indeed a foreign country – but travel
can be a rewarding experience!
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The former T & G Building, Wellington. Photo: Michael Kelly.

How enduring is historic heritage?
Michael Kelly looks at the permanence of our stock of heritage places
It is illustrative of how far we have come as a country that many historic places have been a fixture on
public schedules for several decades. Some places
have been recognised for their heritage value far
longer than that. We will soon reach the point where
a number of places will have had official recognition
of their heritage value for more than half of their
history.
All this suggests that the public of New Zealand
has accepted the principle of protecting heritage
and the value that heritage brings to their lives. But
recent events suggest that there may be limits to that
appreciation. Can we be sure that a legally protected
historic place will still be there in 50 years’ time?
There is no doubt that the big driver lately has
been anxiety over earthquakes and, in particular,
that the prospective cost of fixing a building may
be regarded as uneconomic. What might once
have seemed unthinkable can suddenly become
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conceivable as costs rise. It’s the threat to ostensibly
functional buildings that is particularly surprising.
While Wellington has been leading the way in seismically strengthening its stock of older commercial
buildings, the former T & G Building was the subject
of an Environment Court hearing last year (now on
appeal to the High Court) and might face demolition, despite being on various public schedules for
over 25 years.
And it won’t be the only one. The threat of earthquakes is not necessarily going to drive building
owners towards repair and strengthening, even
though under proposed changes to the Building
Act they will have 15 years to do something about it
(potentially longer for Category 1 historic places).
Perceptions of a risk to public safety can lead to big
changes or even demolition.
But what are the other considerations that might
change the value we place on our heritage? It would

be wrong to assume that the priorities we have today
will be shared by future generations. Forty years ago,
Dunedin’s Larnach Castle was largely written off by
the Historic Places Trust’s architect-heavy Buildings
Classification Committee. In the four-level classification system the HPT then ran, the building was classified ‘D’ (‘merits recording’) because it was regarded
as a particularly unsuccessful amalgam of Scottish
Baronial and Neo-Gothic architecture. That external
quirkiness and the building’s obvious historic importance eventually won the day; today it is a Category 1 historic place and a major tourist attraction.
In the past, the emphasis was on the very old, the
grand and the picturesque. Our affection for grand
houses, churches and commercial buildings has also
expanded to workers’ cottages, industrial buildings
and Modern architecture. History has assumed a
greater role in defining heritage value, as it should.
The role of landscapes and heritage areas has become important, as we move away from considering
individual places and concentrate on the connections within the environment. Limits might be put
on registers and inventories on the basis that it isn’t
possible to protect everything. For example, will all
the churches on our public schedules be protected in
the future?
And what of the country’s collection of archaeological sites, protected by law since 1975? They are
coming under considerable threat, whittled away by
coastal development, landowner ignorance, grazing
stock and erosion. They could one day join other examples of heritage that were once common and are
now rare (and therefore important for that fact). Red
telephone boxes were once ubiquitous, now they are
rarely-sighted street furniture and on sale on Trade
Me.
This country’s relatively short history will also play
its part. As generations pass, what was once not regarded as old, gradually becomes so. A century from
now, the history of many protected places will have
mostly occurred after they were formally protected.
New buildings that are scarcely considered today will
be protected for their heritage values.
Our heritage places barely acknowledge our growing cultural diversity. Imagine the kinds of historic
places that might be protected if we were to better
reflect our changing society and the heritage of the
ethnic minorities that have made New Zealand their
home.
So, it pays not to get complacent about protecting
the past. Heritage is, after all, just another cultural
construct and we get to decide what it is. Future generations might have a view of heritage that is considerably different from ours.

Welcome to new members
Ewan Morris introduces a
new feature of Phanzine
One of the nice things about being on the PHANZA
committee is approving membership applications.
It’s always interesting seeing the range of historical
interests within our profession, and it’s encouraging
that new people continue to discover PHANZA and
decide it’s worth joining.
So we’re introducing a regular column in Phanzine
welcoming new members and telling you very briefly
about them. Below are some members who’ve joined
since the middle of last year. Welcome to PHANZA!
¶¶Florence Baggett is based in Wellington and is
interested in the trans-Atlantic slave trade and the
Abolition movement in Britain.
¶¶Jo Bunce is based in Wellington and works on
nineteenth-century New Zealand history.
¶¶Jared Davidson is based in Wellington and is an
archivist and an active member of the Labour History Project, with an interest in labour and working
class history.
¶¶Lyndon Fraser is based in Christchurch, has
worked on the history of ethnicity and migration in
colonial New Zealand, and is interested in heritage,
museums and televisual history.
¶¶Rebecca Lenihan is based in Wellington and has a
focus on nineteenth and twentieth century Scotland
and New Zealand.
¶¶Gerard Morris is based in Christchurch and works
on military and aviation history and nineteenthcentury New Zealand history.
¶¶Matthew Vink is based in Wellington and has a
particular interest in German-speakers within the
Austro-Hungarian Empire.
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New committee members
Eileen Barrett-Whitehead
Eileen arrived at a career in history via a somewhat circuitous
route. Having first qualified as
a librarian in England, she then
undertook voluntary work in the
Pacific where she met her New
Zealand husband, subsequently
accompanying him as a diplomatic spouse on numerous postings.
Returning to study in later life,
she took a BA in French before

‘seeing the light’ and switching to
history for her Masters – a path
which ultimately led to 10 years at
the Waitangi Tribunal. After another break overseas, in Washington, DC, she is now freelancing as
a writer and editor. She has served
on the PHANZA committee in
the past and is looking forward to
being actively involved in its work
again.

David Young
David works independently as a
writer, researcher and editor in
the field of history and environment, most often in relation to
freshwater. He was a journalist
for 20 years, becoming deputy
editor of the New Zealand Listener
and then editor of the resource
management journal, Terra Nova.
For the past 25 years he has been
a freelance writer, oral historian
(including the Vietnam Vets, Grid
Heritage and Sappers projects)

PHANZA Executive Committee
Bronwyn Dalley (President), freelance historian
president@phanza.org.nz
Marguerite Hill (Secretary), Ministry for Culture
and Heritage secretary@phanza.org.nz
Andrew Gregg (Treasurer), Auckland War
Memorial Museum treasurer@phanza.org.nz
Karen Astwood, IPENZ and freelance historian
Eileen Barrett-Whitehead, freelance historian
Ewan Morris, Ministry for Culture and Heritage
Margaret Pointer, freelance historian
Geoffrey Rice, freelance historian
Margaret Tennant, freelance historian
David Young, freelance historian
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and author of books on conservation, landscape, resource management and sustainability. His
books include Woven by Water:
Histories from the Whanganui
River; Our Islands, Our Selves: a
History of Conservation in New
Zealand; and a novel, Coast. His
latest work is Rivers: New Zealand’s
Shared Legacy. He is a past president of PHANZA and is currently
chair of the Friends of Mapua
Wetland.

Phanzine is published three times a year by the
Professional Historians’ Association of New
Zealand / Aotearoa.
You can contact us by mail :
The Editor, Phanzine,
PO Box 1904, Thorndon, Wellington
or at editor@phanza.org.nz
This issue was edited by Ewan Morris.
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